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philosophy
“Discovering the soul of any country is 
essential to truly enjoy the place and I try 
to avoid anything contrived and packaged. 
Instead I strive to absorb and savour local 
flavours as they are meant to be. However, 
I discovered that in Beijing the much-
touted tourist attractions are really what’s 
worthwhile on a visit there.”  p

souvenirs
“I collect snow globes wherever I go but I 
didn’t find any snow globes I liked in Beijing. 
This may be politically incorrect but I was 
hugely attracted to the luscious fox pelts on 
sale there. I resisted and settled for faux fur 
hats for the kids and silk purses and tea for 
everyone else. The best keepsakes are always 
my photographs.” 

g l o b e  t r o t t e r

l i v i n g t r Av e l

Shireen Zainudin-Lowe iS deScribed aS a JiLL of aLL 
trades by her sister, dr hartini Zainudin, the founder of rumah nur 
Salam, “Shireen blogs, travels, designs T-shirts, organises fundraisers and 
everything she does, she does it with great flair.” with her many interests, 
it is not surprising Shireen does not have much time for herself. This has 
prompted her husband, corporate trainer Juarez Salih Lowe, to give her 
the best gift of all – a well-deserved holiday.

Thanks to a thoughtful husband, 
Shireen Zainudin-Lowe spent five 
lovely winter nights in Beijing, a city 
she would visit again in a heartbeat

Beijing 
Beckons

surprise!
“The trip to Beijing in March this year was a 
surprise organised by my husband who thought 
I needed a break. I didn’t know where we were 
going until we checked in for our flight. I try 
to escape Kuala Lumpur every so often, so it 
doesn’t matter where and I love short trips, 
even if they are local destinations.”

restAurAnts
“My top three favourite restaurants 
would be: Maison Boulud by the 
great Daniel Boulud which serves 
fine French cuisine in the walled 
compound adjacent to Tiananmen 
Square; The LAN Club with its 
modern baroque Philippe Starck 
setting and wonderful duck; and 
Na Jia Xiao Guan, which serves 
heavenly traditional imperial 
cuisine in a restaurant straight out 
of an Ang Lee movie.”

sights
“The exhilarating day trek to a section of the 
Great Wall of China located in Mutianyu was 
memorable. The Forbidden City and Summer 
Palace were marvellous, not to mention the 
jaw-dropping performance by the National 
Beijing Acrobatic Troupe.“
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